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During several recent meetings, the SECDEF has expressed his vikws that we need to 
change the AC/RC force mix to enable the rapid deployment of forces without calling up the RC 
to enable and support the deployment. 

It is essential that the Army develop several alternatives for meeting this guidance as 
soon possible. If the Army does not respond in a positive and timely manner the OSD and 
Joint Staff may develop options that would not fully take into account corsiderations important 
to the Army. I believe that we can structure a plan that will fully meet the SECDEF7s guidance 
while also taking into account issues important to the Army. 

We must take a multi-faceted approach to these issues. At a minirnum the Army must: 
1. Declare War on the High Demand/Low Density (HD/LD) problem! We have 

to increase the density of these affected MOS7s/units in order to have a pc sitive impact. In some 
cases, we may need to increase the density in the AC, but there are also areas where increases in 
the RC would be more appropriate (Civil Affairs). While the TAA is a gaod process, we can't 
wait for TAA to give us the perfect answer. We already know that we arc short in some areas 
and we need to move to do as much as we can as rapidly as we can. 

2. Improve readiness of RC CSS units. Adapt force structure to end strength. . 
3. Look deeply into our AC force structure again to see if we can find anyplace 

(artillery, ADA (shorad)), where we can free up some manpower to allow more AC CSS that can 
enable the rapid deployments being envisioned by OSDIJoint Staff. We should also examine the 
lessons from the recent CSS performance in Iraq to see how we can conti:,ue to streamline CSS 
systems. Any spaces identified could be used to balance the ACIRC proHem (especially in CSS) 
or help out with the HD/LD dilemma. 

4. Do something real with this concept of "super-voluntee,~" in the RC. We 
might initiate a pilot project to test this concept. If we can make it work, ue might have a real 
impact on our CSS problem. 

5. Look closely again at our AC CSS force structure to sei  if we can plan to use it 
more effectively -- especially for early deploying units in an SDTE. 

6. Continue to see if we can convert military spaces to D ~ C  or contract to free up 
military spaces. 

I recognize that the Army has been working various aspects of these issues both through 
the Joint Staff studies and independent Army analyses. We must capital& on these current 
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